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Abstract 
The independence number of the strong product C5~]C7[]C7 determined by the NISPOC 
software package is presented. Better lower bounds on the independence numbers for two infinite 
families of strong products of three odd cycles are given. 
I. Introduction and definitions 
Studies of  the independence number of the strong product of  odd cycles have been 
inspired by Shannon's work [5] on the determination of  the zero-error capacity of  
a noisy channel. Shannon formulated the problem in the form of graph theory and 
supplied some partial results. It turns out that the solution of  the problem requires the 
exploration of  the independence number of  strong products of  odd cycles. 
It is well known that the problem of determining the independence number is NP- 
hard on arbitrary graphs. Furthermore, for some products of odd cycles of moderate 
size these numbers are still unknown. 
The strong product of graphs G and H is the graph G[]H with the vertex set G × H 
and (xl,x2)(Yl, Y2) E E(GS~H)  whenever XlYl C E(G)  and x2 = y2, or x2y2 E E (H)  and 
xl --Yl, or xly l  C E(G)  and x2Y2 E E(H) .  The strong product is commutative and asso- 
ciative in an obvious way, having the trivial graph as a unit. Let a = (al ,a2)E GS~H. 
The graph induced on the set Ha = {(al, y)  ] y E V(H)} is the H-layer through a. The 
graph induced on the set Go = {(x, a2)lx c V(G)} is the G-layer through a. 
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Table 1 
Bounds for independence numbers, k/> 3 
Lower bound Cycle lengths Upper bound 
7k 5,7,2k + 1 7k+3 
10k 7,7,2k + 1 10k + 5 
A set S C_ V(G) is independent if xy ~E(G)  for any pair of vertices x, y E S. Car- 
dinality of a largest independent set S of G is the independence number of G, ~(G). 
This note is structured as follows. In the next section we recall some known results 
on the independence number of the strong product of odd cycles. In Section 3 the 
independence number of the strong product C5 [] C7 [] C7 determined by the NISPOC 
software package is presented. This result leads to improved lower bounds on the 
independence numbers for two infinite families of strong products of odd cycles. 
2. Preliminaries 
The independence numbers of the strong product of even cycles are well known [6]. 
The problem is incomparably more difficult for cycles with odd length. 
Sonnenmann and Krafft [6] as well as Hales [2] proved that ~(C2y+l[]C2k+l)= 
jk  + [k/2J, where j/> k. 
For strong products of three odd cycles only partial results are known [6,2]. We 
will study two infinite families, for which the best previously known lower and upper 
bounds are given in Table 1. 
The gap between the bounds is relatively large (3 and 5). Moreover, better bounds for 
subfamilies or for particular graphs are very rare. For example, Sonnenmann and Krafft 
[6] claimed that ~(C7[]C7[]C7)>~33. However, they did neither prove nor illustrate 
their claim with any specific construction. 
In the next section we will need the following lemma. 
Lenuna 1. For any graph G and any k E ~ let S be an arbitrary independent set of 
C2k+1 [] G. I f  e = uv is an edge of C2k+1, then 
 (c2k+3[] ISl + ISn (Gu U Gv)l. 
Proof. Independent set of C2k+3 [] G can be constructed from S simply by repeating 
the insertion of the independent vertices of layers Gu and Go to the new layers of 
C2k+3 [ ]  G. []  
3. Improved bounds 
Since the graphs of interest have 245 vertices and more, a straightforward attempt to 
obtain maximal independent sets either by hand or by brute-force computer search is 
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Fig. 1. 23 independent vertices of 6'5 [] C7 [] C7- 
very unlikely to yield any result. The alternatives are computer algorithms for search- 
ing maximum independent sets using more sophisticated approaches. Indeed, next we 
give some better lower and upper bounds for independence numbers obtained by a 
computer program. 
We developed a software package called NISPOC (Numerical Invariants of Strong 
Product of Odd Cycles). The majority of work therein has been done on discovering 
the independence number of the graph C5 [] C7[] C7. This graph is considered as a 
sequence of seven (Cs~C7)-layers. Algorithms applied are exploiting the fact that 
any pair of adjacent layers has together no more than 7 independent vertices, since 
e(K2 [] C5 [] C7 ) = N(C5 [] C7 ) = 7. This fact considerably reduces the amount of poten- 
tial independent sets. The hints used in the algorithm are sketched in the proof of the 
next theorem. More details on the program are given in [7]. 
Theorem 2. ot(C5~C7~C7) = 23. 
Proof. According to the bounds stated in Table 1 it follows that 21 <<.~(C5[]C7[]C7) 
~< 24. Fig. 1 shows C5 [] C7 [] C7 with 23 independent vertices obtained by NISPOC. 
Therefore, ~(C5 [] C7 []  C7 ) ~ 23. 
There is no independent set of 24 vertices in C5 [] C7 [] C7. Now we sketch the steps 
of the NISPOC package run proving this fact. 
(1) Any adjacent pair of (C5 [] CT)-layers has together at most 7 independent ver- 
tices. Without loss of generality we can assume that 24 independent vertices must be 
distributed in the graph as follows. First layer contains 3 vertices, 2nd 4 vertices, 3rd 
3 vertices . . . . .  6th 4 vertices and 7th 3 vertices. 
(2) There are 70 different sets of 7 independent vertices of C5~C7. Hence, each 
pair of adjacent layers can consistently fit together in at most 70 ways. (Hint: first, any 
independent set of 7 vertices must have exactly one vertex in each Cs-layer. Second, 
after fixing a vertex in a Cs-layer, there are only two ways to insert a vertex in an 
adjacent layer.) 
(3) Recall that we have assumed that the first (Csl~CT)-layer contains 3 vertices 
of the independent set. To generate all possible configurations at the first layer we 
choose any of the (]) 3-vertex subsets of any of the 70 possible independent sets of a 
layer. 
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Fig. 2. 33 independent vertices of C750C7[]C7. 
To extend a starting configuration to the second layer consistently, we check which 
of  the 70 configurations fit. For any fitting configuration, we put the 4 vertices in the 
independent set at layer two, starting a new branch. 
The procedure at successive layers are similar. At the last layer, the configuration 
(in fact, only 3 vertices instead of usual 4) must also fit to that of  the first layer. 
The algorithms applied in NISPOC considered all combinations of  the potential sets 
with 24 vertices in C5 []C75~C7. Since the result of computation was negative, we 
conclude that upper bound cannot be achieved. [] 
Corollary 3. ct(Cs~CT~;~C2k+l)>,7k + 2, k~>3. 
Proof. For k=3 this is Theorem 2. For k>~4 apply Lemma 1. [] 
Considering C550C7~C7 as five (C75~CT)-layers, using Lemma 1, a set of  33 
independent vertices of the graph C7 [] C750 C7 can be obtained (see Fig. 2). 
Then we obtained analogously as Corollary 3. 
Corollary 4. a(C7[]CT[]C2k+l)>~ 10k + 3, k>~3. 
It seems natural to conjecture that more layers means somewhat more space for a 
set of  independent vertices. Thus, a lower bound is probably less strict for the larger 
values of  k. Therefore, we conjecture, that for k large enough, the lower bounds can 
be improved further. 
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